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Notes for the Student 
 
-          These are principles. Like other principles in Pramek, they are not dogmatic, but are a 
means to accomplish an end efficiently.  
 
-          When training, it is best to work slowly at first and use the learning drills within the 
video.  The instructional video is a visual demonstration of these principles and serves as a guide 
for using the principles to train and then use the principles in combat. 
 
-          These principles are to be used in combination with other already learned methods of 
attack and counter-attack.  If you are already trained in another art, use these principles to further 
your art.  If you are training in Pramek hand-to-hand, use these principles with concepts such as 
removal of equilibrium. 
 
-          Training requires the patience to understand the physics of what you are learning.  If you 
rush through the process, without examining the theory and developing the proper movement 
address in the video and this manual (example, reducing friction) then you are not properly 
training.  
 
-          Proper training of these methods should take a long period of time.  These are not fast 
learners – while they are short cuts to get to removal of equilibrium or wheel and axle, these are 
not short cuts for learning.  They should be constantly used in the training room.  
 
-          In order to project force, one must have three elements, and there are elements within  
these, as will be addressed in the striking manual.  You must have a launching  
platform (body), delivery system (arm, leg), and weapon (hand or foot).  The inclined  
plane, wedge, and screw allow the user to affect each of these.  
 
-         The inclined plane, wedge, and screw allow for empty-hand or armed combat.  A          
knife or weapon can be held in the hand.  The inclined plane allows the user to have        
the attacker come into the weapon.  The wedge can be used to project the weapon  
out into an attack.  The screw allows for the weapon to be used in various 
movements, such as a figure 8 attack.  
 
-         These principles can bring you close to the enemy for very quick attacks.  The visual   
System, vestibular system, and somatic system should be attacked whenever you   close with the 
enemy.  If you commit to a wedge or screw, you should be attacking. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Introduction 
 

One of the most important adage’s of Pramek, and life, is that knowledge is power, but 
knowledge with experience is applicable power.  Many concepts in martial arts and combatives 
are concepts that have worked, but they generally only work in combat.  For example, high kicks 
above the head rarely have any application unless it is used for kicking.  The day-to-day 
application of the high kick is limited at best, completely unnecessary and possibly quite 
dangerous at work.    
 
Neurologically, a technique’s movement must be performed upwards of 10,000 times for the 
body to memorize the movement and have it imbedded and accessible in combat. This poses a 
conundrum for the user of the high kick – he must do 10,000 high kicks for his body to feel 
comfortable with the movement.  If he were to spend all of his time just doing the kicks, this 
would be an effective learning method.  Unfortunately, different kicks are taught – so the student 
is always putting new 10,000 movements before the last movement was properly trained into 
muscle memory.  
 
In Pramek, we recognize this fact, and the fact that we are best suited toward mastery when we 
use everyday knowledge in the pursuit of martial art and combative survival. Pramek looks at the 
tools around us, which are governed by physics, and utilizes these tools as a means of creating a 
method of self-defense.  While a high kick may work in some combative instances, humans have 
used mechanical concepts, the six simple machines, such as an inclined plane, wedge, and screw 
since the beginning of time. There have been centuries of study on the effectiveness of these 
concepts, back to Archimedes and his use of the screw to move boats and water.  We use them 
daily, climbing stairs and moving boxes.    
 
As such, it would only make sense that we begin to apply these concepts when it comes to 
moving an opponent or working with and against opponents applied force against us.  In doing so, 
we perform efficient work in combat – applying the least effort to get the maximum amount of 
tactical and physical leverage against our opponent.  Many times this is a hard concept to 
visualize, and for many student internalization is difficult because it is so foreign to how the 
public and other martial artists perceive combat.  Combat is not like the movies, nor should it 
be.  Combat is not entertaining, with victory, not aesthetics as our ultimate goal; we should not 
concern ourselves with the techniques and looks of other systems, but with the results of efficient 
work. 
 
The inclined plane, and it’s moving children the wedge and the screw, are three examples of 
Pramek applying experienced knowledge for an application….to create efficient work. Simple 
machines fall into two classes; and the ones within this manual are dependent on the vector of 
forces (inclined plane, wedge, screw).  These machines are meant for using against an oncoming 
force or an applied force.  As you study this manual and review the video, keep this in mind.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Simple Machine:  The Inclined Plane 
 
Definition 
The inclined plane is a simple machine defined by one plane surface set at an angle to another 
surface.  An incline plane can exist with no other object acting upon it. 

 
 
 
Explanation 
The inclined plane is a simple machine defined by one plane surface set at an angle to another 
surface.  The result is the same amount of force applied (for example vertically picking up an 
item and moving it to a higher point) over a longer distance (pushing said item up a ramp).  The 
incline plane is a flat surface whose end points are at different heights, or in combat, different 
points in space connected by a physical plane.  This allows the user to move the object to a 
different height while exerting less energy over a distance, versus greater energy being used to lift 
the object vertically.    
 
The inclined plane has numerous forces acting upon it.  An inclined plane has normal force (N), 
gravity (G) or the weight of the object it is moving, and frictional force (f) or force acting parallel 
to the plane acting upon it.  
 
1.  The normal force (N) exerted on the body by the plane due to the force of gravity (mg); 
2.  The force due to gravity (mg, acting vertically downwards) or mechanical force from external 
body (arm, fist, etc pressing against the plane);  
3.   The frictional force (f) acting parallel to the plane. 
 
For our purposes, we will not utilize sin or cos.  We should view the normal force to be the 
weapon of the enemy (fist, foot, knife, kinetic end of a stick, etc), the weight of the object to be 
the force of the object acting parallel and perpendicular to the inclined plane (weight of the 
person, their push or force acting against you), and friction force to be the friction between your 
plane and the force of the enemy upon you (clothing, dry versus wet skin, bone or joint centers).  
 
These forces not only apply to the inclined plane, but to what the inclined plane creates – the 
wedge and the screw.  The MA or Mechanical advantage (ratio of load to effort) of the inclined 
plane equals to length of the plane over the height of the plane, in an ideal case where efficiency 
is 100%.  
How do we calculate this?  To calculate the MA (Mechanical Advantage) of an inclined plane, 
divide the length by the height of the ramp. 
M.A=Length of the sloping surface / Height of the plane. 
Example: The height of a ramp = 1 meter. The length of the ramp = 5 meters . 
Divide 5 by 1is =5. 
The ma is = 5 



what does this mean?  What this shows us is the longer the plane the more efficient the work, as 
we will see in the application section.  Use your own arm for such measurements. 
 
Application 
First, we must determine the nature of the inclined plane with our body so that we can apply the 
theory through our movement.  In movement, one should make a rigid line with their arm or leg 
for force to travel upon.  This is not a weak structure, but a rigid structure for another object to 
glide on.  The user should be careful to remove friction, so rotating the plane to avoid joint 
centers, bones is important.   
 
As stated in PM.M.Combative Mechanics, there is a distinct difference between force and 
work.  We can apply force to an object, but if that object does not move, then no work has been 
accomplished.  Thus, we use the simple machines in order to generate work from a force applied. 
This holds true in combat.  Our goal is to move an incoming strike off of its path with minimal 
force applied to the incoming strike.  When another person applies force to our body, we are able 
to use simple machines to generate work in order to accomplish our goals.   An inclined plane has 
many advantages.  First, it does not move, it is static.  An object has a beginning point and an end 
point – it uses the plane to travel between these two points.  For the arm, this is ideally the finger 
tips and the shoulder.   
 
The greater the distance of the surface plane the object has to travel, the less force must be 
applied to generate work.  An example is creating an inclined plane using the finger tips to the 
shoulder, versus the elbow to the shoulder.  The finger tip would be where an incoming force is 
caught at its maximum physically reachable distance from the body.  Thus, the incoming force 
moves off in a longer distance to the shoulder, allowing more manipulation (wedge or 
screw).  But, if the user of the inclined plane in combat only uses their shoulder, the incoming 
force will not move to a further point off of its intended target and it will not allow for maximum 
manipulation of the incoming force. 
 
An inclined plane can act to decrease the force required to move an object a given height by 
increasing the distance over which that force must be applied.  As the incoming object moves, it’s 
dissipating due to slight friction and not hitting its intended target.  Instead of a hard block, 
pushing the incoming weapon hard to the side – we are simply directing its force to an area where 
the attack is made ineffective.  We move the incoming object off its line of attack without 
exerting a high amount of force to do so. 
So, while it may seem easier to simply pick up an object and place it on a higher location, or 
move an object to a vertically different location…sometimes it is not more efficient.  This is 
when an inclined plane becomes a necessary tool for use.  With the human body, there is no 
vacuum of kinematic elements attached which generate movement.  If one person punches, the 
fist if trailed by kinematic elements, which are connected to the rest of the kinematic structure.    
Thus allow various rotation points in the body to be altered and rotated. 
 
An inclined plane is created by a slide.  The angles plane on which the object moves is a slide up 
or down in a direction.  We should always work to eliminate the friction from the slide to increase 
or decrease the speed at which the weapon travels by, while the acceleration or deceleration can 
be controlled by the angel of the slide. 
 
What does this mean in combat?  In combat, with the inclined plane, wedge, and screw we should 
endeavor to make sure we do not hit joint centers, bones, etc. All machines have friction and the 
inclined plane, and thus the wedge and screw are based off of, are no different.  When the 



inclined plane is utilized, one must take care not to create undue friction.  Skin on skin, clothing 
on clothing will produce some forms of natural friction.  Wearing excessively loose sleeves can 
create added friction by producing resistance to the oncoming movement.  Bones and joint 
centers in the body can also produce friction, as they become points of impact that will slow 
down the force that is sliding.  The inclined plane should create a plane for the oncoming force to 
travel upon its path with minimal interruption, allowing the opponent to over commit to their 
attack.  At the time impact points are created (causing injury to the user) or friction becomes too 
great (giving nervous feedback to the opponent), these principles lose their effectiveness. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Simple Machine: The Wedge 
 
Definition 
The wedge consists of two back-to-back inclined planes.  While the inclined plane remains 
stationary, the wedge actually moves in order to perform work.  The wedge is has an effort 
applied to it from behind at its base.  The wedge splits objects, or holds objects apart once split 
through the application of force. 

 
 

Explanation 
        For our purposes, the wedge consists of two back-to-back inclined planes. 

 
 
The wedge is best understood by simply deconstructing and analyzing the inclined plane.  A 
wedge has normal force, gravity, and frictional force acting upon it.  When the wedge’s sharp or 
narrow end cuts into an object, or in our case, force, it will have the same forces acting upon it as 
the inclined plane.  
 
But, for our purposes, the wedge has two sides to it, and an increased base.  Thus, the wedge is 
able to cut force, direct force by altering the shape of the wedge components, or hold forces 
separate.  One advantage of the wedge is its ability to split forces into more manageable halves, 
as opposed to force being applied fully to the inclined plane. 
 
In movement, we must put the hands together at the finger tips and keep the arms generally 
straight, creating two rigid planes.  The base of our wedge is our shoulders, so we should keep the 
shoulders tense.  We can narrow our wedge by rotating our shoulders inward, or widen our wedge 
by extending our elbows and our shoulders. 
 
 



Application 
The primary use of the wedge in Pramek is to cut force, or to cut and hold force apart, therefore 
rotating the enemy.  While the inclined plane allows the user to remain stationary and the force to 
travel around them along the inclined plane, the wedge operates differently.  The wedge is used in 
two primary ways: 

 
1)       Cut force to generate rotation 
2)       Separating forces apart to stop their application of force and begin rotation 

 
Cutting force.   The wedge provides it’s user a stable platform to defend and commit to offensive 
methods.  First, the wedge cuts force – when force is being projected at the user by an opponent, 
the force is a point traveling in space from point A. to Point B.  This force has a beginning and an 
end and a trajectory.  As the weapon approaches the user, the narrower edge of the wedge (hands, 
forearms) provides a plane to either side of the user for the incoming force to travel.  This is what 
we term ‘cutting the force’ in Pramek, as we create a machine that will direct the projected attack 
or energy to one side or the other, and not on the linear bath it was on.  We can disrupt it’s 
trajectory at any point using a machine like a wedge. 
 
The wedge’s effectiveness is determined by the amount of effort applied to its base.  Thus, short 
wedges as discussed, will not cut as deeply because they have only effort applied by the arms 
propel them forward.  But, a wedge that has the effort of an entire body behind it will be much 
more efficient, cutting deeper into an object or force.  But, cutting can also lead to separating and 
holding forces separate… 

 

 
 

Separating force.  Cutting force and separating force are different, but related concepts.  Imagine 
a wooden wedge that a carpenter uses to prop up a piece of furniture, or to hold two items apart 
and keep them static.  He inserts the wedge into the space and then relies on friction to hold the 
two pieces together.  When we are grabbed or held, a similar scenario happens, as we have two 
hands holding us (an example would be a choke from the front) and exerting force upon us.  In 
this example, we must stop a choke.  We form a wedge with our arms, using the elbows or 
shoulders as the base and insert the narrow end of the wedge between the hold.  This cuts into the 
force being used against us.  We can move our body down while forcing the wedge into the hold, 
which will assist in adding force to the base of the wedge, gaining a deeper insertion and cutting 
deeper into the force applied against us.  
 



Human movement is rotational.  As such, when in contact with another human rotational 
movements are produced.  The wedge is no different.  Strikes, kicks, and other movements are 
linear movements attached to a three dimensional, rotational being weapons platform.  Attacks 
that happens in a straight linear motion are split into a different direction, making the body 
attached to the weapon rotate as the attack is moved into a different plane  The wedge allows it’s 
user to transfer linear movement into rotational movement because of the kinematic elements 
attached to the weapon attacking the user of the wedge.  
 
Many people say, ‘The wedge looks like _____” from this art.  While similar in aesthetics, the 
theory and the application are in general different.  First, the wedge is not a technique, it is a 
principle based on theory applied through movement with the human body.  Other arts may have 
similar ideas, but they are generally techniques to address particular attacks or patterns of 
attacks.  An example of this would be using a similar movement against a jab but then using 
something different for a round house punch.  The wedge would be used against both, cutting 
both types of force.  The wedge would also be used against a kick, stick, or knife. 
 
The wedge is also used for body parts other than the arm, such as the leg.  When utilized by the 
leg, the shape of the leg, combined with the movement of the leg is used to create a wedge.  The 
wedge is used to affect force, not strikes or kicks.  It is not technique specific, but adapted to the 
situation.  
 
The more narrow a wedge or sharper the edge of the wedge, the easier it is to drive into an object 
or oncoming force and push the object or force apart.  This is why, in combat, Pramek keeps 
structures and movement very close, tense, and tightly held – not loose.  Many impacts coming at 
the body would drive right through a traditional block or deflection.  We use the wedge to give 
such strikes a plane to travel upon, instead of intersecting the force coming at the body.  We 
endeavor to create a means for the force to travel that is frictionless. 
 
The wedge can be used different depths.  The wedge can be used to cut shallow or in deep into 
the incoming attack.  A short use is the repeated thrusting of the wedge into the oncoming attack, 
for example a jab.  When the jab is thrown, the wedge is used to cut the force and dissipate the 
power behind the incoming fist, moving it off target and forcing the attacker to withdraw the 
strike and then strike again.  This is generally accomplished at striking distance. 
 
The wedge can also be used to cut deeper into the attack and a means to close to clinch 
range.  This is generally used with a forward movement of the entire body, moving past the  
incoming strike, opening the attacker for a counter attack into the body or head.  This type of 
wedge is an in-depth thrust, moving past the incoming strike, for example a hay maker or strong 
over hand strike.  This moves the user into clinch range, opening the attacker for stomps or spiral 
kicks to the legs, strikes to the face, neck, shoulders, or ribs. 
 
The length of the plane, from edge to base, and friction affect the outcome of the work involving 
the wedge.  For example, if a wedge is created by the elbow to the shoulder, as seen from the 
preceding diagrams, the MA is directly affected.  When the wedge does not cut deeply into the 
force, the movement is not translated into more pitch or yaw on behalf of the attacker.  
 
 
 
 



Simple Machine:  The Screw 
 
Definition 
A screw is actually an inclined plane and a wedge combined.  It derives its function not from 
impact, but by the rotation of the lever.  It is more of a cylinder (wedge) with an inclined plane 
wrapped around it, which creates threads.  

 
 
Explanation 
While an inclined plane is stationary, and the wedge requires some type of impact in order to 
operate – the screw must be rotated in order to be utilized.  The wedge forms an angled 
cylinder.  An inclined plane begins at the tip of the narrow point of the wedge.  It rises and then 
turns around the wedge to create rotational threads.  A screw has many forces acting upon 
it.  Pitch (the angle of the thread), thread shape, distance between threads, and coefficient of 
friction are all necessary to determine the nature of the screw.  
 
A screw requires rotation in order to operate, which requires torque.  The greater the torque and 
rotation, the more the object being cut into will be affect by the turns of the threads.  If the thread 
distance is tight and compact (narrow), more work will be accomplished by the turn.  If the 
distance between threads is greater (wide), then less work will be performed.  
 
Application 
The screw is used often in Pramek combatives.  It is used in a variety of ways while in contact 
with the enemy, but for the purpose of the manual and Pramek Basic we will cover a few limited 
applications.  The screw builds off of the work of the Inclined Plane and the Wedge.  Each of 
these machines will redirect trajectory and accomplish work, but the screw is utilized to 
intentionally open up a force or body that has been in contact with the inclined plane or wedge. 
 
The screw can operate independently of the inclined plane and the wedge in combat.  For 
example, one may use a screwing arm movement while striking, but if the user is coming into 
contact with the opponent, the user is generally employing an inclined plane or the wedge to get 
to the screwing movement.  The screw is utilized after the inclined plane or the wedge in order to 
move the trajectory of the attack (and therefore kinematic elements attached to it) off of the path 
of travel and into another direction.  
 
For example, an enemy has swung a stick at the user.  The user creates a wedge in order to cut the 
kinematic end coming at the user and create a path for the force to travel along the side of the 
wedge.  As the kinetic end travels along the wedge, it has a projected path of travel.  The user 
begins to twist the forearm, elbow, and shoulder, creating a new direction for the path of travel of 



the incoming object, generally creating a wider path, opening the kinematic elements attached to 
the stick up for rotation, and thus counter attack. 
 
The screw generally follows the wedge.  The wedge is used to cut into the force in a linear 
fashion, while the screw opens the attacker’s movement up through rotation.  The screw can be 
used against shallow strikes, to redirect them or to ‘screw’ along the incoming plane, altering the 
path and trajectory of the delivery system.  The screw is, in general, as simple as rotating the 
wedge into a plane for travel. 
 
 
 
 


